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Abstract

Methods and Materials

Results

This project is a 3d printed, half-completed, multiplication table in
order to enhance students mathematical skills. There is a mechanical
operated drawer in order to store the loose materials for this toy. There will
also be a sequence of five LED lights located at the top of the table that
will count down by 1 second each to keep students thinking quickly on the
missing multiplication products in the table. These LED lights will instruct
students on when they should be finishing each square on the table, this
will enforce memorization as the students move forward in their
mathematical lessons.

This project was printed in the IDEA Lab on Sacred Hearts West
Campus building. The print is composed of a plastic filament that is
melted and formed into the appropriate structure of the print in a
layer-like fashion. The design was created and formed on Fusion
360, and the light sequence displayed on the side is developed
through a coding program called Arduino. The Arduino software
allows for me to code the sequence of lights to be displayed while
students work hands on with this print.

For my first print, I had to fix the sizing of some of the numbers that
were engraved into the print. I also had to decide how I wanted to
store all of the small pieces of the puzzle. Then for the second print
I needed to create a piece that would fit into the holes of the puzzle.
Through printing this design I realized that I did not change the
sizing enough to smoothly fit into the designated holes. For the next
and final print, I printed the drawer that would hold all of the loose
pieces. As well as, I created the separate piece that would hold the
LED lights in place in order to count down the appropriate timing
students should be completing each multiplication problem within. I
also fixed the sizing of the pieces and printed the rest that were
needed to complete the puzzle.

Introduction
Through my field experience in Elementary Education I have noticed how
frequently students struggle with their multiplication table facts. Memorizing these
facts becomes frustrating and irritating for grade school students, and therefore I
wanted to develop something intriguing to the eye for students to become interested
and excited to learn their multiplication facts.
Through this idea, I came up with this design. The LED lights will draw the
attention of students to become curious about the educational game, and will draw
their attention into the task. The LED lights are used to count a total of five seconds to
indicate when students should be filling in the table for each factor. The way this toy
was designed was also to help students practice their fine motor skills without
realizing it. Since the pieces are so small, students will be unconsciously fine tuning
their fine motor skills during this activity.
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